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MINI CHIP BAGEL SLICER 738V
Features

♦♦ Compact counter top design
produces 1/8” Bagel Chips

♦♦ Blade frame safety guard makes
cleaning safe and easy

♦♦ Blade frame cartridge replacement
eliminates blade change service calls

♦♦ Tool-free disassembly for easy
cleaning of food contact surfaces

♦♦ Simplified process keep labor cost
low

♦♦ Simple three step operation
♦♦ Cycle counter-visual reminder for
timely blade changes

♦♦ Product bags available, Blank or
Custom PrintedField connection
point for hood proving switch

Benefits

♦♦ Creates revenue stream from bakery
shrink

♦♦ Reprocess bagels and baguettes into
snack chips

♦♦ Create branding/merchandising of
healthy snack options in bakery

♦♦ Less than 12 month ROI for minimal
daily sales

Slice Your Shrink!
With the new Mini Chip Bagel Slicer, you can cut your shrink and
turn today’s leftover product into tomorrows profits! Sweet or
savory, you can create healthy snack chips quickly and easily.
Simple to install, easy to operate and a snap to maintain the Mini
Chip Bagel Slicer is perfect for Supermarket Bakeries, Bagel Shops,
Retail and Wholesale Bakeries, Cafés, Delis and more!
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Technical Data

MINI CHIP BAGEL SLICER 738V

Today’s left-overs are tomorrow’s profits!

Slice them the next morning
with the Mini Chip Slicer.

Place chips on a baking sheet,
season and bake.

Bag and display for
incremental sales and profit!

SCAN for VIDEO

Collect your left-over product
at the end of the day.

LIMITED WARRANTY
This product is warranted to the original purchaser to be free from material and workmanship defects. This warranty extends for a period of one (1) year from
the date of purchase on parts and labor and 90 days on electrical components. For additional information or if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact us toll free at 1-800-878-4070.

Please note, specifications are subject to change without notice as we continually work to improve our equipment.
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